Starion motor

The Mitsubishi Starion is a two-door, turbocharged four-cylinder rear-wheel drive four-seat
hatchback sports car manufactured and marketed by Mitsubishi from â€” with badge
engineered variants marketed in North America as the Conquest, under the Chrysler , Dodge ,
and Plymouth brands. In the UK it was sold as the Colt Starion. Manufactured in two body
configurations; a narrowbody and widebody, the narrower style complied with Japanese
exterior dimension regulations taxing larger vehicles and engine displacement exceeding two
liters. Only the narrowbody was offered through the The introduction of the widebody also split
the car into two ranges: a non-intercooled lower-horsepower car using the narrow body style
and a high-performance intercooled widebody. Markets that never received the widebody had
the ESI-R label, these cars had similar performance as the widebodies. Widebody cars were
offered in model years in the US. Mitsubishi says "Starion" is a contraction of "Star of Arion"
â€” and refers to both a star and the mythical horse, Arion. The cover of the original Japanese
Starion sales brochure, published by Mitsubishi May carried the text: "the name STARION â€”
derived from the combination of star and Arion, Hercules' horse in Greek mythology,
symbolizes a sense of the universe, and of power and high performance. Several sources
attribute the name to struggles by Japanese engineers to pronounce the word stallion. One
translation of the voiceover says the name refers to a star and the mythical horse, Arion. The
Starion uses a traditional front-mounted engine with rear-wheel drive layout. Many came with a
limited slip differential and anti-lock brakes single channel, rear wheels only as standard
features. Engine capacity differed between markets. Most markets received the SOHC 2. Both
the 2. Reporters of the time considered the 2. Both engines featured computer-controlled fuel
injection and turbocharging. After , European Starion models were also fitted with the 2. The
move to the 2. Reviews during the change were negative as many felt the car was slower, for
most of these markets this was the case as the engine change also coincided with a move to the
heavier body style. This setup was known as the Dual Action Super Head or DASH for short due
to its ability to activate the third intake valve above a certain RPM, thereby increasing top end
response, flow and overall engine performance. Redline was increased to rpm on these models.
A naturally aspirated version known as the GX was offered in the Japanese market, with
production ending in The Starion GX was offered without power windows, air conditioning,
independent rear suspension , fuel injection or power-assisted steering. The front seats were
adjustable for lumbar, angle, knee support, position and featured variable-angle side-braces.
Front seat belts were located in the doors for the driver and front passenger. Newer models also
featured power windows that remained powered up to 30 seconds after the engine was turned
off. In Japan, some of the early cars built still featured fender-mounted mirrors in the traditional
Japanese style. A five-speed manual transmission was standard in most models, however, an
automatic transmission was sold as an option in some markets. Later upgrades to the model
included an intercooler, five-lug wheels replacing the four-bolt wheels it had shared with the
rear wheel drive Mitsubishi Galant Lambda , rear power train changes from four- to six-bolt
axles, various fuel management upgrades and upgrades to the transmission. The SHP was only
offered during the '88 and '89 model years. The package can be retro fitted to earlier
pre-widebody cars but include converting to 5 lug hubs from the 4 lug hubs. The drag
coefficient was around 0. Notable upgrades included multi-port injection MPI consisting of
standalone engine management programmable computers to control individual fuel injectors,
one per cylinder versus the stock PCI-ECM two injector system. Two injector systems, primary
idle injector and secondary boost injector non-sequential firing ''86 and sequential firing '' The
Japanese domestic market had a large range of Starions to choose from. The Roman numeral
after 'GSR' denotes the vehicle specification. Some examples can be found below:. Australian
vehicles were mostly similar to the European Turbo specification. The J codes below denote the
model version, and are found on the Australian Vehicle Information Plates. It was marketed in
North America by Mitsubishi as the Starion from until It was also sold as a captive import by
Chrysler as the Conquest, under both the Dodge and Plymouth names from to and only under
the Chrysler name from until The Conquest used the 2. With the exception of Australia, many
models were available as either narrow-body or wide-body shell styles. The Starion was a
prominent competitor in motorsports up to International level during the s and performed well
on the circuit in Group A and Group N races of the era. Andy McLennan driving a Simmons
Drums sponsored Starion was very successful, picking up many race wins and a Monroe
championship, this against the semi works car of Colin Blower. In the United States, the Starion
became best known for successes in endurance racing. Starions from Dave Wolin's Team
Mitsubishi, with turbocharged 2. Endurance Championships three of those four years,
competing against the fully factory-backed Wolin's team was only partially sponsored by
Mitsubishi efforts from Chrysler , Audi , Nissan and Mazda. Although not commonly seen in
modern motorsports, a number are still raced on both circuit and in special stage rally events,

usually by privateers. An all wheel drive version of the Starion was also produced for Group B
specifications one of the few Japanese automobile manufacturers to enter this class , but after
an encouraging start as a prototype, it was not homologated before the FIA banned Group B
cars for safety reasons. The Starion was converted to all wheel drive by adding a strengthened
transfer case from a Pajero behind the transmission. Although the wheelbase did not change,
the use of regular headlights rather than the production model's pop-up headlights allowed the
nose to be six inches shorter, as well as saving several pounds in weight. The car was
developed with a turbocharged and intercooled version of Mitsubishi's 2. From Wikipedia, the
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must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. We get
asked all the time if we are still offering parts for the Starion-Conquest line. We will continue to
offer parts and support for these cars as long as there are any on the road We are here and alive
and well No one else offers the range of parts, services, and expertise that we do. Please take
the time to scroll down and go through all our pages and information. You will definitely find
useful information and hopefully a bunch of good stuff you want for your car. Who we are,
Where are we, What we do, and how long we have been doing it Thanks to all of you keeping us
so busy the last few months we have to make a temporary change to our Phone hours. We can
be reached via Phone Mon-Fri am to pm Pacific time. The Shop is open and we are working
normal hours but we need those extra hours to catch up on Engine work, Carb rebuilding, and
shipping. You can always shoot us an email at topendmail gmail. Thanks for understanding and
for all the support that is keeping us so busy Steve and Jeff Top-End Performance. Search:
Search This Section. Tips, Tricks and other Things you want to know Engine Swaps and other
questions we get asked all the time Actual Price:. Our price is lower than the manufacturer's
"minimum advertised price. You have no obligation to purchase the product once you know the
price. You can simply remove the item from your cart. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your
browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this
website. Complete Engines:. We offer so many combinations of complete engines that it is
impossible to list them all. Here are some of the common combinations. All engine prices are
based on using your rebuildable core. We cannot always obtain cores for these engines and
most likely you will need to ship us your engine core to be built and returned to you. The
average cost of round trip shipping for a 2. This is picked up from you, delivered to us, then
returned to you We will not build any complete engines using an old head core. We can also do
any combination you might want, contact us for pricing and details. All our engines have the
balance shafts eliminated and are electronically balanced to insure vibration free operation over
the entire RPM range. As with all Custom Engine projects we can build whatever you want.. Call
us to discuss your engine needs with us and we will be happy to go over details and options
These engines are Long Blocks only Valve cover to oil pan and Front Pulley to Flywheel. They
do not include Turbos, Manifolds, F. Excellent street and occasional race use. Very reliable in
the HP range. Total-Seal rings. Rods rebuilt and bushed for floaters with ARP rod bolts. Crank
Turned and micropolished. New non-jet valve head casting. Street ported and polished with

ARP head studs. Balance shaft eliminator with complete rotating assembly electronically
balanced. Lightened stock flywheel. All new timing components and standard oil pump. Full-Tilt
street and drag race engine. Your choice of compression ratio and bore size. Balanced and
blueprinted. All new timing components and high volume oil pump. Assembled valve cover to
oil pan. Rods resized and ARP bolts installed. Crank turned and micropolished. Balance shafts
eliminated and complete assembly balanced. New Non-Jet Valve head casting. Flywheel
Lightened. Short Block Assemblies:. If you already have a good cylinder head and just want the
bootem end done we can rebuild and upgrade you short block only. The short block is
everything from the cylinder head down Surface of the block to the oil pan We do include a full
gasket set with the short blocks so you can finish the assembly. They do not include head bolts
or head studs but do include all the timing components and BS Elimintor kit Tha
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